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Our ninth President is officially installed
From Toronto to Moscow everything

came up roses on John Evans’ installation

day. The sun shone. Staff, students and

alumni turned out in thousands - be-

tween six and seven thousand. Protesters

with a variety of causes started out in ex-

cellent voice but ran completely out of

steam before Dr. Evans began his ad-

dress. And then, just as he rose to speak,

he was given news that supplied him with

a last-minute introduction for his pre-

pared remarks: Paul Henderson had
scored the deciding goal in the deciding

game of Team Canada’s hockey series

with the Soviet Union.

The installation on Thursday of Dr.

Evans as the University’s ninth President

was the first U of T event of its kind to

be held out of doors. Chances are it won’t

be the last. The Chancellor’s Procession

and the rest of the traditional pomp and
protocol lost nothing in the move from

Convocation Hall to the Front Campus.
Six or seven huge red balloons paraded

by picketers added a note of fiesta. The
marchers generated a lot of noise for a

group which, counting infants in arms
and in baby-carriages, numbered be-

tween 35 and 40. According to their

placards they were for “Free Universal

Day Care” and unlimited access to library

stacks. They were against “racism”,

“repression of women”, and “higher

fees”. (In the course of his address, Dr.

Evans said he was against higher fees,

too.) The picketers lost most of their au-

dience when they tried to shout down the

Rev.
J.

M. Kelly, President of St.

Michael’s College, during the opening
prayer. With an assist from the public

address system installed by the U of T
Instructional Media Centre, Father Kelly

and the cause he represented prevailed.

After the prayer, C. Malim Harding,

Chairman of the Governing Council, ad-

ministered this declaration of Office to

Dr. Evans: “I pledge myself to perform

the duties of the President of the Univer-

sity of Toronto as prescribed by law and
by the statutes of the University; and I

promise to defend the rights and to pro-

mote the welfare of the University and
the members thereof.”

“In the name of the University of

Toronto,” said Mr. Harding, “I now
install you, John Robert Evans, in the

office of President of the University, and
I invest you with the authority and charge

you with the responsibility pertaining to

that office.”

The formal robing of Dr. Evans in the

official gown and cap of the President of

the University followed. Taking part in

this were Principal A. C. H. Hallett of

University College, Dean A. L. Chute,

Faculty of Medicine, and Dean
J.

M.
Ham, Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering.

At this point came a fanfare written

for the occasion by Dean John Beckwith
and played by the Faculty of Music Brass

Ensemble conducted by Prof. Stephen
Chenette.

The music, which was the responsi-

bility of Dean Beckwith, was of a high

order throughout and ended on a high

note, Godfrey Ridout’s arrangement of

the national anthem performed by the

Brass Ensemble and the University of

Toronto Choir conducted by Lloyd
Bradshaw.

Greetings to the President were ex-

tended by Premier William Davis and by
spokesmen for the Council of Ontario

Universities, the staff, the students and
the alumni. (See page 4.)

The last strains of O Canada which
concluded the meeting proper were the

signal for a second event - this time with
the Lady Godiva Memorial Band in

charge. In full force, and with brass and
drums in stirring harmony, the band
marched to the dais where the leader

The robing. Principal Hallett is at left, and Council Chairman C. Malim Harding at right

dubbed the President with a giant slide-

rule and presented him with an Engi-

neer’s hard hat “to lead the University

with”. The President said it was probably

the most appropriate part of his academic
dress and adjusted it at a jaunty angle for

the march back to Simcoe Hall.

Address by Dr Evans

after his Installation

All of us are happy to welcome our

visitors to what is primarily a family

gathering. Toronto is not the oldest uni-

versity family in the country, and may
not be the largest for much longer, but

it is undoubtedly the most complicated.

I can testify that it is possible to be a

student, a graduate, and a staff member
of the University of Toronto without

learning the first thing about the extent

of the clan or the complex relationships

of its members. For a new administrator,

this becomes a formidable qualifying ex-

amination. But one learns much more
from a study of this university than how
to put together a jig-saw puzzle of col-

leges and faculties and schools. The de-

velopment of this University is a true

reflection of the history of higher educa-

tion: it began like the medieval univer-

sities with humanistic studies and the

traditional learned professions, to which
have been added in the course of the

years science and technology, the social

sciences, and many other professions.

The history of this university is also a

true reflection of the balances and ten-

sions of our history as a nation — an ex-

ample of co-operative federalism with

established and emerging provinces, cen-

tralizing and decentralizing forces, and
the interaction of church and state.

In this University the federation of

church and state colleges was the basis

for institutional development. From the

very beginning Toronto has given full

academic recognition to all its Arts and
Science students without reference to

their colleges. Unfortunately the econo-

mic developments of recent years have
made Victoria, Trinity and St. Michael’s
— the three church-related colleges —
into depressed areas receiving inade-

quate equalization payments. It is our

strong hope that the plight of these col-

leges may soon be alleviated, and that

the Ontario Government will recognize

financially something that has been a

fact academically for 85 years, that is,

the equal status of the students enrolled

in the church-related colleges.

Action by your Government would be
timely, Mr. Premier, to say the least!

It would endorse an academic reality,

and it would enable us to preserve and
build on a valuable inheritance. The
legacy of separate colleges can be turned

to our advantage in an institution of

this size. One of the early decisions of

Dr. Claude Bissell after he became
President of the University was that the

College system should be the basis of the

undergraduate expansion which began
its steep climb at this university in the

late 1950s. There had been a plan for a

massive high-rise dormitory development
which would have created two different

kinds of university bisected by St.

George Street. Dr. Bissell made a per-

suasive case for keeping to the concept

of the small unit thus establishing a

structural safeguard against the disad-

vantages of bigness. This was only one
of the far-sighted actions that marked a

presidency of great insight and imagina-

tion. It is interesting in 1972 to find

strong expressions of interest in the

United States in college systems as a

means of “avoiding the inflexibilities as-

sociated with excessive bigness”.

In spite of their important social role

most of our colleges, however, have not

developed a distinctive educational char-

acter. An interesting analysis made this

year by the Registrar of Trinity showed
that social, denominational and geogra-

phic considerations, rather than aca-

demic, govern the applicants’ choice of

college in most cases, and my own con-

versations with students tend to confirm

that finding. Indeed, it is difficult for

advisers in the high schools to help stu-

dents choose among the various colleges

and to identify significant differences

between ttiem. Moreover, there is evi-

dence that tne subjects which at Toronto

have traditionally been identified as

college subjects are on the wane in the

free market that now exists in the secon-

dary schools. In the Registrar’s words
this may mean “that the four older col-

leges on this campus that teach the tra-

ditional college subjects will become
more competitive one with another as

all compete for a shrinking number of

students or that these colleges will have

to broaden their academic offerings into

areas that are attracting greater numbers
of students.”

It seems to me highly desirable for the

colleges to attempt to establish a distinc-

tive educational flavour, and I recognize

that this may be impossible to accom-

plish within the framework of the tra-

ditional college subjects. The problems

involved in making changes should not

be minimized but I suggest that some of

the prerequisites for success are already

in our hands. We have the flexibility

given by the New Program in Arts and
Science; the multi-faculty concept at

New College and Innis College; and the

tradition of the sharing of resources

which is well established, though re-

stricted in its application, between Uni-

versity College and all the other colleges.

With the achievement of sufficient devo-

lution of responsibility from the centre,

each college would be free to make
choices that would increase its educa-

tional idiosyncrasy. Among the newer
colleges, the example of Innis shows that

a distinctive educational philosophy need
not depend on physical assets. Innis has

taken one road, a suitable road for a

foundation named for an original, icono-

clastic scholar. There are many other

roads. Both Scarborough and Erindale

have introduced important educational

innovations which are appropriate to

their spacious suburban location.

Both the University and the colleges

will have to make mutual adjustments in

a new situation, and forge new relation-

ships. We have at Toronto a good op-

portunity to get the best of both worlds.

Our unique asset is the strength of size,

the diversity of resources that are at

hand and the limitless permutations and
combinations that are possible in the

interactions between students and pro-

fessors and disciplines. The problem is

how to produce a structure that facili-

tates such interactions while retaining

units of a size with which students, fac-

ulty and administrators can develop an
identity and allegiance.

It is not only within the Faculty of

Arts and Science that possibilities of

creative interaction exist. It was mainly

in the realm of Arts and Science that

C. P. Snow discerned his Two Cultures.

But in the wealth of expertise, talent and
promise that exists among the staff and
students in this University one can dis-

cover twenty cultures with potential for

( See page 2, col. 1

)
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mutual enrichment if isolation and com-

partmentalization could be overcome.

The lack of interaction of the profes-

sional faculties is striking. This pheno-

menon was of concern to the Laskin

Committee which reported on graduate

studies in the University of Toronto in

1965. It is stated in that report: “Gra-

duate studies do not admit of the struc-

tured isolation in which many under-

graduate departments in the sciences

and the non-sciences have been living”;

“the graduate school has a responsibility

to see to it, and to persuade the various

components of the University so to act,

that the disciplines and divisions of the

University do not become immobilized

in the hardened categories of an earlier

day.” Surely today, with the speed-up of

circuitry in the information environment

that Marshall McLuhan expounds, isola-

tion must be overcome at the undergra-

duate level as well. With the staff and
students we have here, the place is an

intellectual power-house, but it needs

more switching mechanisms, more trans-

disciplinary contacts to harness effec-

tively this great potential energy.

It has been pointed out that staff and

students in the professional schools of

architecture, engineering, health sciences

and law will increasingly need to have

broad access to faculty in other disci-

plines. (I believe that the same applies

to other professions such as forestry and

social work and, most particularly, to

education.) This is because the complex

problems of our society and environment

require diverse resources not usually

found within the professional schools

themselves. Accordingly the University

must provide not only the variety of

special resources to cope with the chang-

ing problems, but also the organizational

base from which interdisciplinary en-

deavours can be mounted with appro-

priate scale and speed. There has been
a tendency to meet this problem by
establishing administrative entities such

as institutes or centres, and among Cana-

dian universities the lead has been taken

here. But it is possible that in the next

decade a more transitory base is re-

quired. We may need to devise a kind

of grouping that can be more readily

assembled and dismantled in response to

changing needs. This is another struc-

tural problem that will tax our wisdom
and ingenuity.

The increase in the quantity and im-

portance of part-time studies will com-
pel us to re-think the patterns and time

sequences of our programs, whether
specialist or general, graduate or under-

graduate or continuing professional edu-

cation. It is quite clear from discussions

with the part-time students that they

are not looking for an easier route in

terms of academic difficulty: they want
work that is every bit as tough, but
oriented in part to different educational

objectives. They are in special need of

linkages and interactions because of

the shorter time they can spend on
campus. We might well explore whether

the college system can help to provide

such linkages, either through a part-

time students’ college, or some part-

time membership in existing colleges, or

both.

The phenomenon of part-time num-
bers increasing while full-time numbers

hold steady or decline is one symptom
of the far-reaching attitudinal changes

among students of all ages. These

changes are easy to see but (for most of

us) difficult to understand and almost

impossible to predict. There is among
many students — but not all — a change
in expectations corresponding to altered

social values. This change shows up in

a distrust of thorough-going specializa-

tion and professionalism, a desire for

relatedness to other areas of knowledge
and to other people, and a demand for

practical experience as part of the learn-

ing process. Evidence for this change

exists not only here but elsewhere as

well, not only among undergraduates but

also in graduate and professional areas.

But it is not true of all students; and in

those who have changed it is seldom a

complete change. Some people are

deeply and totally committed, some are

confused. The implications include the

frustration of the student faced with

courses that do not meet his expecta-

tions, and the frustration of the Univer-

sity by reason of its lack of experience

in designing programs which do meet
these attitudinal changes and at the

same time preserve the high quality of

the educational experience. The pheno-

menon of student attitudinal change

therefore becomes one of critical consi-

derations in educational planning.

Possibly related to the same pheno-

menon is the widespread criticism of the

traditional Ph.D. program which has

been reaching a crescendo in the last

year or so, and which is predominantly

featured in the Economic Council of

Canada’s publication, Canadian Higher
Education in the Seventies. There it is

stated that “the narrow research focus

of doctoral education in Canada may
limit the mobility of Ph.D. graduates,

but their main hope of employment lies

in their flexibility to change to other re-

lated occupations. Unfortunately, their

Ph.D. training does not usually prepare

them for this kind of mobility.” And
also, “the universities do not seem to

have a definite notion about the purpose

and function of a Ph.D. outside the uni-

versity.” The truth of these generaliza-

tions can be tested fairly simply, and if

they do apply at this university, this

again should be an input into the plan-

ning process.

I have made separate comments about

full-time students, part-time students

and graduate students, but there is one

common theme that is currently of con-

cern to all students. That is the policy

direction taken by your Government,
Mr. Davis, in asking students to assume

additional responsibility for the cost of

their education through the tuition fees

they pay. It is true that there is justifica-

tion for asking those who benefit directly

from higher education to accept a larger

share of its costs, but society is the

principal beneficiary of their education.

Furthermore, a countervailing argument
of even greater significance is the influ-

ence that this policy of your Govern-

ment may have on accessibility to uni-

versity education — and this applies not

only to full-time but also to part-time

and graduate studies for mature stu-

dents. The combination of higher tuition

fees and more limited bursary assistance

will act as a serious deterrent to indi-

viduals from lower income groups, from
large families, and from those families

who have come recently to Ontario and
who are least certain about their future.

I hope, Mr. Premier, that your Govern-

ment will be willing to reconsider the

implementation of this approach to the

sharing of the costs of education through

higher tuition fees on the basis of its

impact on accessibility. Let them go
now and pay later, not through the

discharge of burdensome loans but

through the established practice of after-

the-event taxation.

A few moments ago I suggested that

devolution of responsibility and decen-

tralization of decision-making would help

us to realize great potential strengths.

The alternative to devolution is cen-

tralization, which in our terms means
Simcoe Hall. In spite of the lure of

potential economies and greater efficiency

through strong central control, I am
dubious about its effectiveness in the

long run in a university of this size and
character. Administration — particularly

academic administration — must be
more than regulations and procedures

centrally proclaimed. Fortunately there

seems to be widespread recognition of

the special nature of relationships in the

university, among the support staff in

both central and departmental positions

as well as among the academic top brass,

the deans, directors, principals and
chairmen. The management of our aca-

demic endeavours has elements of the

unpredictable, and its demands for in-

terrelatedness necessitate great decen-

tralization and new lateral linkages be-

tween faculties, departments, institutes

and so forth. Similarly, faculties and
departments have linkages not only with

the centre, and with each other, but

with the community we serve — the city,

the province, and beyond.

The physical setting of this university

— in the middle of a metropolitan area

of two million people which is also the

seat of government of the province — is

another unique asset of the institution,

making possible limitless permutations

and combinations of interactions in an

external sense. The uniqueness was
brought home to me by some of my
neighbours among the Ontario univer-

sity presidents, from whom I have been

collecting frank impressions about this

University to supplement my own un-

focussed preconceived ideas. The range

of comments has been, to say the least,

instructive. It was heartening to hear

the University of Toronto described as-

“a quality shop” for the province and “a

bell-weather” for the university system.

On the other hand, it was sobering to

hear the university described as a creator

of so many white elephants that we have

had to build a larger circus to house

them all. It is even believed in several

quarters that the University of Toronto

has the Council of Ontario Universities

in its pocket, enjoys special favours from

Queen’s Park, and is the pampered pet

of the news media. (Knowing the local

feelings on all of these subjects, I expect

that this image will come as a surprise

to many.)
In discussing what they thought To-

ronto’s role should be in relation to the

university system in Ontario, many of

the presidents mentioned things that

need to be done but can be done only

in this particular setting. A major con-

centration of population offers oppor-

tunities and challenges for many aspects

of the health sciences, most of all for the

medical school; the same is true of en-

vironmental studies, and of social work.

A campus ringed by the skyscrapers of

commerce and industry and government

should, I was told, be developing an

internationally outstanding operation in

business and management, hopefully in

concert with York University, and the

same would apply to Law. (I might say

parenthetically that we have already

made an agreement with York Univer-

sity for an interchange between the

Faculty of Law and Osgoode Hall Law
School which is a model of what can

be done by bilateral agreement.) Finally,

a message came through from the other

universities that was related not to the

unique metropolitan setting, but rather

to the unique concentration of resources

that I mentioned earlier. This was that

Toronto should capitalize on its strength

in the humanities and certain other areas

and work out co-operative arrangements

for extending its outreach, either by ex-

changes of staff or students or by creat-

ing media “packages” on the lines of the

Open University in the United Kingdom.
Whether or not this university de-

cides to accept any of these ideas, it

is interesting to know that they are held.

At the time that the university system in

Ontario was first organized, it owed a

great deal to the statesmanlike leader-

ship and unselfish co-operation of Claude
Bissell. Now that it has developed

to its present stage, our choices over the

next few years have to be made within

the frame of reference of what is hap-

pening elsewhere in the province. I have
the strong impression that this will im-

pose no unfair or stultifying constraints,

but will require more consideration,

statesmanship and self-policing than has

been exercised in the past.

If this University is to function as a

“quality shop” for the province - which
is my favourite among the epithets gar-

nered so far — it appears to me that we
have an inventory problem, since our

clientele is exacting and perceptive. Our
attention must therefore be strongly

focussed on the anticipation of future

:i
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sense of sharing world responsibility,

should be part of the planning process.

The challenge ahead involves main- •

taining or increasing quality and adapt-

ing much more rapidly to new needs in

education, research and public service,

without an enlargement of purchasing

power in real terms. As I have said, our

ingenuity is obviously going to be se-

verely taxed, but this is preferable to

taxing more severely the income of the

public which supports us. We have,

however, the unique advantages of size

and setting to which I have alluded. We
have shown some capacity for innova-

tion: for example, the author of a report

in the Carnegie series called Change in

Educational Policy devoted a chapter to

the genesis and implementation of the

Macpherson Report at Toronto, describ-

ing the curriculum changes as “truly

revolutionary”. And we have a bold

‘nnovation in university government, the

Governing Council. This gives us for the

irst time a body representative of all

nterests — a body where openness of

is the rule rather than

lorridor manipulation — where spokes-

nen for different groups must, and do,

isten to other voices and not just them-

:elves — where there is a genuine

ittempt to reach conclusions through

ational argument, not by political com-
jromise. In the Governing Council a

;reat many people are giving to the full

)f their time and energy for the sake of

he well-being of the university — as

nany have done throughout its history.

The same is true, I know, of many
acuity and students and support staff

vhom I have met, and of a multitude

vhom I have not yet had a chance to

neet. And- there is, besides, a growing

nterest and involvement on the part of

nany alumni and many well-wishers

imong the general public. It is from the

:elfless commitment of so many different

people that the University of Toronto

derives its strength and sustains confi-

dence to cope with the many challenges

ahead.

needs. This means that planning, that is,

the definition of objectives, assignment

of priorities, and devising of mechanisms
for implementation, will be a major pre-

occupation for the next few years. One
level of planning must take place under

the aegis of the Governing Council, and
this has been recognized by the creation

by the Council of a Standing Committee
on Planning and Resources. I am par-

ticularly happy that Dr. jack Sword has

accepted the responsibility for the re-

lated areas of administration in planning

and institutional relations. Dr. Sword
has had the kind of experience that the

post requires, and his steadfastness, in-

tegrity, and devotion to the University

have no parallel of which I am aware.

Planning is not an activity that is con-

fined to the centre, although there is

much work to be done centrally in the

handling of information and integration

of concepts. But a major share of the

discussion and definition of objectives

must be a grass-roots activity. Given the

dimensions of the task, it will take time

and make heavy demands upon the

energies of us all. Different groups will

have different contributions to the deter-

mination of objectives and there will be
conflicts and abrasive differences of

opinion. Such conflict is essential to

generate the energies that are required

to cope with change and achieve reform.

The thing to watch is to ensure that the

conflict is task-oriented, and not merely

directed against other groups or other

individuals. Conflict becomes sterile —
indeed, counter-productive — if it is

focussed on other individuals or groups.

A tug-of-war doesn’t cover much ground.

But the process of resolving genuine dif-

ferences of opinion should evoke the best

and most constructive potentialities in

the powers of all concerned, and set off

the sparks from which new initiatives

and conceptual breakthroughs originate.

The planning problems of a large uni-

versity today are inevitably linked to the

problems of the whole country as it tries

to cope with the post-industrial society,

and, indeed, linked to the planning prob-

lems of a world facing the implications

of total responsibility for the world en-

vironment. The Munich tragedy, and
Ulster, and Vietnam illustrate that the

world scene, like our own, is plagued

with conflict that is focussed on other

individuals and groups rather than on
the crucial tasks to be done. These con-

siderations are within the frame of ref-

erence of the new generation of stu-

dents, and their views, arising from their

On the platform: Dean Ham, Dean Chute, Principal Hallett, Father Kelly, the President, the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario, and the

Chancellor. At the podium is Dr. Roger Guindon
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Ontario and his University wish the President well
At the Installation of the President on

Thursday, the Hon. William Davis

brought greetings as the Premier of On-

tario — and as an old friend. He said it

seemed a long time since ’48, ’49, and ’50

when he and Dr. Evans “shared certain

athletic activities on the Back Campus”.

He referred to the position University of

Toronto has won for itself and added that

he was sure it has the strength to demon-

strate that new things can be created in

the university community. Making him-

self heard over the chants of day care

advocates, Mr. Davis suggested to Dr.

Evans that if his problems get too irk-

some he should “come across the park to

my office and share some of mine”.

The others who brought greetings

were Dr. Roger Guindon, Rector and

Vice-Chancellor of the University of

Ottawa (who spoke for Toronto’s sister

universities in the province), Dean R. A.

Greene, Faculty of Arts and Science

(who spoke for the staff), Eric Miglin,

President of the Students’ Administrative

Council (for the student body), and
J.

Walter Giles, President of the University

of Toronto Alumni Association. Mr. Giles

is assistant deputy minister for lands and

waters in the Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources.

DR. GUINDON

It gives me great pleasure to extend

greetings to Dr. Evans on behalf of the

Universities of Ontario.

During the last few years at the On-

tario Council of Health and its commit-

tees, I have admired his creative think-

ing, his incredible taste for work, his

ability to grasp the basic issues and

isolate them from the accidentals. His

leadership in steering committees he has

chaired, his open-mindedness in them to

new ideas and facts, the gift of humor
which prevents him from taking himself —

and for that matter anyone else - too seri-

ously and, above all, his warm friendly

attitude toward everyone.

An appointment as president of a

university — large or small — is for any-

one as much an indication of the great

confidence an institution has in him as it

is a challenge which is bound to test and
activate every potentiality he has — in-

Written statements of views, and other

documents relevant to its study are

sought from individuals or groups of in-

dividuals by the Presidential Advisory

Committee on the New Program in Arts

and Science. These should be sent be-

fore October 30, 1972, to Robert Dolan,

secretary of the committee, care of Office

of the Dean, Faculty of Arts and Science,

Sidney Smith Hall. The committee,

which is chaired by Prof. D. E. Berlyne,

had its first meeting September 14.

The review committee has announced

that its terms of reference include:

1

.

Gathering of information

(a) Enrolment patterns

(b) Staff and student attitude to the

new program
(c) Views on objectives

eluding quite a few he will discover for

the first time because no earlier post

provided quite the same opportunity to

exercise them.

On behalf of your fellow-presidents

and all the sister-institutions of the On-

tario system — the provincially assisted

and the others (not the least of which

are those federated with the University

of Toronto) — I want to extend to you a

warm and friendly welcome. You arrive

at a crucial time when we are all reas-

sessing whether we are really doing

what we claim we do and whether what

we claim we do is what we should be

doing. There is much new blood among
the university presidents in Ontario and

yours, particularly, should be a great in-

fusion in this process.

Your predecessors have been recog-

nized leaders amongst us : Claude Bissell,

who, for many years, has chaired our

meetings and has contributed so much
to our deliberations; Jack Sword, who,

in his quiet way, has served on and

chaired so many of our committees with

the total dedication which always char-

acterized him. They have established a

pattern in which your institution can

take pride even if among you perform-

ances of calibre are taken for granted,

this being the oldest, largest and most

prestigious institution in the Ontario

system. I have no doubt that you will

continue and reinforce your historic

tradition of leadership. We count on you!

Vous pouvez aussi compter sur nous.

Graduellement nous apprenons a nous

mieux connaitre d’une institution a

l’autre. Le nombre sans cesse- croissant

de professeurs ou d’officiers de chacune

de nos institutions qui siegent reguliere-

ment sur les differents comites qui etu-

dient nos problemes communs contribue

a une plus grande cooperation en meme
temps qu’a une determination plus pre-

cise des objectifs et des methodes qui

caracterisent chacun des elements de la

mosai'que vivante que nous formons.

If at times you hear remarks about

the University of Toronto which strike

you as rash and uncharitable, do as I

have learned to do when similar remarks

are made about the clergy: consider

them as an unconscious tribute to the

institution. The defects of the great take

disproportionate dimensions!

2. Organizational and administrative

factors influencing educational programs

(a) Effects of sponsorship of teaching

by separately financed divisions

(b ) The role of the colleges

(c) Counselling

(d) Part-time studies

3. Curriculum

(a) Specialization, generalization, and
suggested programs

(b) The role of the fourth year

(c) Pre-professional programs
(d) Standing and credit system

( e )
Procedures for curriculum

development
(f) Departmental identity and inter-

action

(g) Interdisciplinary studies

4. Modes of instruction and evaluation

Your task is going to eat you gradu-

ally. Do not let it bite where it hurts

most — in your personal convictions, in

your professional honesty, in your warm
and close association with your wife and
family team. And do please keep that

sense of humor.
May God bless you, your family and

your University!

DEAN GREENE:
We meet today for a double purpose:

to install Dr. John Robert Evans as the

ninth President of the University of

Toronto - a task which we have now
successfully accomplished - and second,

to bid him welcome to that position and
to this University.

Speaking on behalf of the staff of the

University I extend the warmest of greet-

ings to our new President, and together

with these congratulations and good
wishes goes a pledge of active support.

Dr. Evans assumes his responsibilities at

a time when the University has com-
mitted itself to a new form of govern-

ment, one which will demand patience,

dedication and good will from all mem-
bers of the University in order to succeed.

I believe that Dr. Evans will find that

patience, dedication and good will both

among the members of the teaching staff

and among all those who support their

work in classroom, laboratory and library

- the technicians, support staff, librarians

and administrators - all of whom are in-

dispensable to the teaching and research

work of this University.

The installation of a President is a sym-
bolic new beginning, and it may serve as

the occasion for a renewed commitment
to a common enterprise, a commitment to

the work of the University, which re-

mains today what it has always been -

the advancement of learning - both the

learning of the individual student and the

learning of mankind.
To this enterprise and this commit-

ment we welcome you, Mr. President.

MR. MIGLIN
I welcome this opportunity to bring

official greetings to Dr. Evans on behalf

of the students of the University of

Toronto.

The academic traditions of this great

University extend nearly 130 years into

the past, a long tradition of service to the

city, to the province and to Canada. Each
of Dr. Evans’ predecessors has guided the

University of Toronto in new directions

during his term of office while maintain-

ing and strengthening the University’s

unquestioned reputation of academic ex-

cellence. We are confident that Dr. Evans

in turn will apply his own particular

talents for innovation and experimenta-

tion during his term as President, and we
can all expect five, or perhaps even ten

years, of challenge and change.

Tradition, especially in a university

setting, implies a certain immutability, a

continuation of the forms and rituals

which have served well in the past. How-
ever, today’s ceremony symbolizes a dis-

tinct change in emphasis for the Uni-

versity of Toronto. The assertion of the

historic prerogatives and rights of the free

university is clearly present; yet the style

and setting of this installation just as

definitely indicate a new direction for

this community and a reflection of the

changing awareness of the nature and role

of the contemporary universityN
It has been said that this University is

Canada’s national university - the biggest

and the best. The students and, I am cer-

tain, all members of the University will

be satisfied if we are merely the best.

Excellence, whether in study, research

or physical facilities, does not come
cheaply. Excellence demands a high in-

vestment in time, effort and patience. Yet

this striving for excellence must never

allow the University to be artificially

separated from the society it serves.

The installation of our ninth President

comes at a time when the structure and

role of universities - and here Toronto

must be included - are increasingly being

questioned. The future of the University

is^ unclear, perhaps more so than it has

been at the time of the eight previous

installations. We are confident that Dr.

Evans will use the office of President

wisely to maintain the atmosphere of co-

operation and mutual respect among all

members of the University community
which is so crucial to the viability of this

institution.

As the tree in our motto, the tradition

of the University of Toronto does indeed
grow with age. Our hope is that the mem-
bers of the University, present at this

installation, may work together to create

a future that will reflect the achievements

of the past and, I might add, create a

present that will make this future

possible.

As we have seen today, this University

will never be quite the same again. Dr.

Evans’ experience as a student, athlete,

teacher, administrator, and now President

indicates that he is indeed a capable

leader for the seventies. We trust he will

take the best from our past to lay the

basis for an even better future. On behalf

of the students who will be an important

part of that future, I wish to convey to

Dr. and Mrs. Evans our best wishes for

a successful and exciting presidency. I

am certain my fellow students will help

make it so.

MR. GILES

On behalf of the 130,000 alumni in the

University community I bring greetings

to our ninth President, Dr. John Evans.

The alumni were much impressed with

the selection of such an accomplished

Canadian and fellow alumnus to be Presi-

dent of our University. We were pleased

to have representation in the committee

responsible for finding a worthy successor

to Claude Bissell, whose leadership was
so outstanding over a 13-year period.

To you, sir, I extend our sincere good
wishes for a satisfying and productive

term of office. We are confident that our

commitment to the cooperative planning

needed for the 1970’s, combined with the

desire of all estates in the community to

make the unicameral system work, will

ensure that we have effective administra-

tion at the University of Toronto.

The continued good health of the Uni-

versity depends on a combination of good
administration; adequate financial sup-

port, from a variety of sources; excellence

in teaching and research; and student

desire to make the best possible use of

the resources available at Toronto.

Alumni, too, are a resource. Since

1856, the University has benefited from
their involvement, influence and assist-

ance, which, I believe, has been based on
a sincere desire to see our University

achieve its full potential for greatness.

At this critical time in our history,

alumni wish to participate fully and effec-

tively. The nature of our organization

provides the basis for the alumni contri-

bution. Our 29 independent constituent

associations are ready to help the col-

leges, federated universities, faculties and
schools which are their raison d’etre.

These separate groups combine with

the 22 branches' in North America to form

the central directorate of the University

of Toronto Alumni Association. On be-

half of all alumni, the directorate can

assume university-wide responsibilities,

respond to challenges and generally

support the rest of the University com-
munity.

Alumni also provide valuable external

links in the larger community of which
the University is a part.

As alumni representative on this happy
and historic occasion, Mr. President, I

bring you their vote of confidence, their

pledge of support and their warm wishes

for a successful term of office. We look

forward to close and fruitful working

relationships as we seek ways to help our

University maintain its excellence and

achieve even more in expanding horizons

ofknowledge.
Under your leadership, which already

has been vigorous and perceptive, I am
sure that the University community will

meet the challenges which lie ahead.

OCTOBER 5 DEADLINE
University of Toronto Bulletin is pub-

lished by the University News Bureau,

45 Willcocks Street. Except for bona

fide emergencies, all material for the

next issue should have been in the

hands of the editor, Mrs. Winogene
Ferguson (928-2102) by noon yester-

day. The next editorial deadline is

noon, October 5.

COMING EVENTS
3 TUESDAY
Lecture “The Word-Portraits of Erasmus”. Margaret Mann Phillips, Surrey,

Renaissance England. Upper Library, Massey College. 4 p.m. (SGS and Renais-

sance Studies)

4 WEDNESDAY
Parties “Mix and Mingle” Cocktail Party. Reception. 5-7 p.m. Faculty Club.

Wine and Cheese Party. Staff Common Room, McLennan Physical

Laboratories. 5 to 7 p.m. 254 admission; 254 for wine or beer; all

staff welcome. ( U of T Staff Association

)

Discussion The first of two “Under Attack” programs will be taped in Room 3,

Victoria College Academic Building. Doors close at 7.15 p.m. Under

attack are Roy E. Frankhouser Jr., Grand Dragon (State leader) of

the Pennsylvania Ku Klux Klan and political coordinator of the para-

military right-wing Minutemen; and Perry F. Rockwood, former

Presbyterian minister who was indicted by the Church in 1947 for

“following a divisive course and acting in a manner contrary to the

dignity of a Minister of our Church”.

Reading “In Person”. Dennis Lee reads his own works. Fresco Gallery, ROM.
5.30 p.m. Free.

Statements about New Program

are sought by review committee


